THE TECHNOLOGY
BEHIND OUR FOOTWEAR

Our research

Beachbody ® footwear is
technical, high-performance,
innovative, style-driven fitness
footwear for men and women.
Global Brand Partners Pte.
Ltd. works with Progressive
Sports Technologies Ltd., UK,
one of the world’s premier
sports research institutions that
operates from Loughborough
University, UK, itself a center of
world-renowned excellence in
sports research.
Progressive were first tasked
with determining how the
sport of fitness differs from
other sports. The ongoing
research helps our design
team integrate state-of-the-art
technology, comfort and style
into every Beachbody  ® shoe,
for unparalleled performance
and support.

THE SPORT
OF FITNESs
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To provide the foundation for
developing the next generation
of Beachbody® performance
footwear, Progressive Sports
Technologies quantified the
key biomechanical variables
of a number of High-Intensity
Interval Training (HIIT) body
movements. These challenging
exercises are at the core of
signature Beachbody® workout
programs like INSANITY® and
P90X®.

ANKLE

FOOT CLUSTER
3D MPJ ROM angles
at max vertical force

When compared to other
sporting movements that
are widely quantified in
biomechanics research, the
results indicated that HIIT
indeed lives up to its ‘HighIntensity’ moniker.

DATA
COLLECTION
Measuring the dynamic movements
of an HIIT athlete requires a
combination of state-of-the-art 3D
motion tracking and precise ground
reaction forces.
Progressive collected data by
utilizing Vicon’s 3D motion tracking
system and Kistler’s 3D force plates
in the biomechanics laboratory at
Loughborough University’s Sports
Technology Institute.

METHODOLOGY
• The start and end of movements
were defined using vertical force
data.
• The start and end of a movement
was identified when the vertical
force was above and below 20 N
respectively.
• The movements were timenormalized to 101 points between
the start and the end (i.e. 0 to
101%).
• For movements, the mean
± standard deviation across
multiple repetitions were
presented.
• Joint angle range of motion was
defined as the difference between
the maximum and minimum
angles for a particular joint.
• Force was expressed in body
weight (i.e. force (N) / body
weight).

Research
Methodology

↑ Kistler precision ground reaction 
force plates

↑ Vicon 3D motion capture system
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Range of motion (ROM) of the
Metatarsophalangeal joint (MPJ)
The ROM (flexion, adduction, and
eversion) of the MPJ was examined
for seven movements. The following
graph sorts the movements from
greatest to least MPJ flexion.
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Of all the movements tested, the
Drop Jump resulted in the greatest
ROM in MPJ flexion (94°).
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MOVEMENT OF
THE ANKLE
• Ankle dorsiflexion varied widely
throughout HIIT movements
compared to Sprinting.
• The ankle joint moved through a
wider range of flexion during HIIT
movements compared to Running
or Sprinting, with similar inversion
and adduction angles across
movements.
• Notably, during Burpees, the ankle
joint moved through both flexion
and extension.

2
Of the specific HIIT movements
tested (Heisman, Lateral Jump
Squat, Power Jump, Burpees),
Burpees involved the maximum
ROM in MPJ flexion (65°).
3
MPJ flexion, adduction, and
eversion ROM was similar across
the Run, Sprint, and remaining HIIT
movements.

TESTED: HEISMAN

TESTED: SPRINTING

A

A

B

KNEE FLEXION

TESTED: BURPEE

A

B

• Compared to the flexed knee
position on contact during Lateral
Squat Jumps (-56°) and Power
Jumps (-65°), a Heisman move
extended the knee (-48°).
• These extended knee positions
resulted in stiffer lower limb joints,
whereas a more flexed knee
resulted in energy being absorbed
by lower limb muscles at contact
and a reduction of vertical ground
reaction force (Podraza & White,
2010).

B

Heisman, Sprinting and Burpee images at (A) start and (B) maximum knee flexion angle.

VERTICAL FORCE

3
RUN

2.5

Given the varying vertical
forces and stiffness
experienced across different
HIIT movements, footwear
developed for HIIT requires
a balance in shoe dynamics
across movements.
While research is ongoing,
Progressive has already
considered the results of this
research study when designing
the new Beachbody footwear
collection.
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Heisman and Running movements
display similar maximum peak
vertical force magnitudes.
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MIDSOLE
Beachbody rebound midsole EVA
• Found on our non-ground contact
EVA product collections: Energy,
Fusion, Orbital, Commit, Muscle
• This is our softer density EVA
foam with a high energy return
compression set to help provide
optimum rebound, cushioning,
support, and protection
• Lightweight and flexible, this
is specifically compounded
with a closed cell EVA polymer
foam to help maximize shock
absorption and provide excellent
lively rebound

Upper
• Modern engineered mesh and knit
materials make for lightweight,
breathable footwear
• Knit uppers are engineered to
stretch and provide a superior,
seamless fit
• Designed with venting zones to
help facilitate airflow

PERFORMANCE
Materials

OUTSOLE

INSOLE

Beachbody Rubber

Beachbody Footbed

• Found on all Beachbody footwear
with rubber

• Found in all Beachbody footwear

• Unique grip formulated to
maximize most fitness modalities
• Tackier durometer designed to
optimize stability, traction, and
ground contact especially during
side-to-side movements
• Softer feel than normal outdoor
rubber, but great durability for
outdoor wear
Beachbody grip outsole grade EVA:
• Found on our EVA ground contact
and skeletal rubber products:
Orbital, Spur, Spirit, Screech,
and Thrust
• This is our harder density
EVA foam, designed to provide
excellent traction, durability,
and higher abrasion, with a slight
rubbery hand
• Provides stability, protection,
flexibility, and optimum cushioning
• Extra lightweight

• EVA + Memory Foam = Ultimate
Performance Hybrid Footbed
• Full-length memory foam
designed for optimum comfort
with personalized fit and
breathability
• EVA frame is lightweight, and
helps stability and cushioning

Construction
Embossed TPU heel counter
provides reinforced support
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Introducing
our collection

Our Most Technical
High-Performance
Fitness Footwear
Shoe models in this series
→ ENERGY
→ FUSION
→ ORBITAL
→ COMMIT

TPU medial hotmelt arch support
Tech-engineered mesh

8

Clear TPU hotmelt toe protection

6
7
5

Energy
Energy
ENERGY

ENERGY

Sabre
EnergySabre

Technical Breakdown

Sabre

Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
Sabre
Sabre

Full-length high-performance
memory foam footbed

Ideal multi-functional performance
shoe for high-impact cardio, gym,
and studio-based fitness activities.

Sabre
Sabre

Beachbody rebound midsole EVA

4
3

Deep flex grooves allow natural
range of motion

Wide forefoot platform to help with
stability, especially during lateral
and medial movements
Beachbody grip rubber compound

Cantilever heel to reduce impact on
heel strike

1
Compression EVA foam supports,
protects, and offers cushioning
and comfort during high-impact
exercise.
2
360-degree multi-surface
directional tread pattern.
3
Deep flex grooves allow natural
range of motion.
4
Forefoot rubber medial/lateral wraps
for stability.

Lightweight and flexible specifically
compounded with a closed cell EVA
polymer foam

Skeletal rubber outsole for
lightweight flexibility

5

2

1

5
Tech-engineered mesh, increased
breathability areas, and one-piece
reduced weight upper construction.
Gradient colour screen and printed
graphics.
6
Reinforced eyelets.
7
Padded collar and focus comfort
points for out-of-box fit.
8
Medial TPU hotmelt cradle support
and internal lateral support just
where you need it.

Energy
Breeze

7
5

6

Energy
Breeze

ENERGY
Ideal multi-functional performance
shoe for high-impact cardio, gym
and studio-based fitness activities.

1
Compression EVA foam supports,
protects, and offers cushioning
and comfort during high-impact
exercise.
2
360-degree multi-surface
directional tread pattern.
3
Deep flex grooves allow natural
range of motion.
4
Forefoot rubber medial/lateral wraps
for stability.

4

3
2

1

5
Full engineered knitted upper
for structured support, snug fit,
lightweight, breathability, and
flexibility.
6
No-sew and mono-filament mesh
lateral and medial quarter overlay
for optimum lightweight stability and
support.
7
Mid-foot underlay provides an
adjustable integrated lacing system.

TPU hotmelt eyestay provides
lightweight construction
Engineered 3D knitted upper
TPU hotmelt toe protection
3
4
1

fusion

2

fusioN

Technical Breakdown
EVA frame provides stability
and support

FusionFusion
Intent
Intent

Sleek low profile EVA midsole gives
a stable platform, impact transfer
and improved balance providing
lateral stability and support.

Fusion
Fusion
Energy
Intent
Fusion
Intent

Full-length high-performance
memory foam footbed

Intent
Sabre

Beachbody rebound midsole EVA

7
9
5

8

Beachbody grip rubber compound

Integrated high forefoot medial/
lateral wraps to maximize support
and control overpronation and
supernation

3
TPU hotmelt eyestay, provides
lightweight construction.
4
Embossed TPU heel counter
support.

6
Rubber skeletal outsole.
7
Flat wide base platform to provide
close-to-ground feel.
8
Deep flex grooves to help maximize
forefoot flexibility.

10

Lightweight skeletal rubber outsole
design

2
Engineered 3D knitted upper.

5
Multi-directional pattern to help
maximize surface control.

Lightweight and flexible specifically
compounded with a closed cell EVA
polymer foam

High rubber outrigger offers forepart
stability

1
TPU hotmelt toecap protection.

6

9
Integrated high forefoot medial
lateral wraps designed to maximize
support.
10
360-degree rope grip, offering
traction on rope climbs.

Sublimation-printed heel color
graphic
Tech-engineered mesh upper with
ventilation stripes
Lightweight lacing system and
construction

3
4
1

2

5
6

7

Clear TPU hotmelt toe protection

Orbital

orbital

Technical Breakdown
EVA frame provides stability and
support

Orbit
Cadence
Orbit
Cadence

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

Full-length high-performance
memory foam footbed

Energy
Orbit
O
rbit
Sabre

Full-length compression EVA foam
supports and protects, offering
cushioning and comfort during
high-impact activities

Cadence
Cadence

Beachbody rebound midsole EVA

1
TPU hotmelt enhanced textile
provides toe protection and stability
exactly where it’s needed.
2
Tech-engineered mesh, increased
breathability slits, and one-piece
reduced-weight upper construction.
3
Reinforced eyelet.
4
Screen-printed heel color.

Skeletal-blown rubber outsole
for lightweight flexibility and
extraordinary traction in wet and dry
conditions

Rubber tread for durable grip on a
pedal as well as on land
Cantilever heel to reduce impact on
heel strike

5
Full-length EVA compression foam
supports and protects, offering
cushioning for impact activities.
6
Skeletal one-piece rubber outsole
for excellent traction while being
lightweight.
7
Rubber tread for durable grip on a
pedal as well as on land.

* Men’s only style
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2

1

2
1
3

3
3

3
4

5

4
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orbital

orbital
Orbit

Orbit

Valiant

Gladius
1
Modern stretch 3D knitted sock
construction.
2
Inbuilt padded strike zone padding
for foot protection.

Elastic tight-fitting collar with
Beachbody branding
Ankle padding for ergonomic
placement

BE

A CH

Knitted upper stretches and fits
snugly like a sock to help give ankle
and foot support. Inbuilt quilted
zones provide strike protection.

1
Modern stretch 3D knitted sock
construction.
2
Inbuilt padded strike zone padding
for foot protection.

3
Toe and heel reinforcement.

3
Toe and heel reinforcement.

4
Full mid-high elastic ankle support.

4
Orbital rubber grip and rebound
EVA midsole.

5
Orbital rubber grip and rebound EVA
midsole.

Soft rib elastic collar ankle padding

B

Fully 3D knitted kick zone with
increased quilted cushioning for
foot protection

Fully 3D knitted kick zone with
increased quilted cushioning for
foot protection

One-piece lightweight breathable
3D knitted sock construction

One-piece lightweight breathable
3D knitted sock construction

* Men’s only style
No-sew bonded tongue branding
Elastic engineered knit collar and
focus comfort points for out-of-box
fit

3

Tech elastic engineered knit
Foot overlay for increased foot
stability and support

2

4

1
5

7

6

COMMIT

COMMIT

Commit
Commit

Technical Breakdown

Polaris
Polaris

EVA frame insole provides stability
and support
Full-length high-performance foam
footbed

High EVA outrigger offers forepart
stability

Ideal multi-functional performance
shoe for high-impact cardio, gym
and studio-based fitness activities.

Commit
Commit
Commit
Polaris
Polaris
Polaris

1
Tech elastic engineered knit,
increased breathability areas, and
one-piece reduced-weight upper
construction. Stretch fit.
2
Caged foot overlay for increased
foot stability and support.
3
Elastic engineered knit collar and
focus comfort points for out-ofbox fit.
4
High-frequency welted Beachbody
wave decal.

Sculpted midsole for reduced
weight while maintaining maximum
strength and stability

5
Full-length EVA compression foam
supports and protects, offering
cushioning for high-impact activities.

EVA Midsole

6
Rubber lateral pods for improved
traction and stability during side-to
side movements.

Lightweight skeletal rubber outsole
design

7
Engineered skeletal rubber outsole
helps provide excellent traction
while also being lightweight.

Wide forefoot platform for stability,
especially during lateral medial
movements

* Women’s only style

3

3
2

4

2

1

4
1
5
7

5
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COMMIT
Commit
Hornet

Ideal multi-functional performance
shoe for high-impact cardio, gym
and studio-based fitness activities.

1
Tech elastic engineered knit,
increased breathability areas, and
one-piece reduced-weight upper
construction. Stretch fit.
2
No-sew foot overlay for increased
foot stability and support.
3
Rolled heel shape for Achilles
protection.

COMMIT
Commit
Amara

Ideal multi-functional performance
shoe for high-impact cardio, gym
and studio-based fitness activities.

4
No-sew Beachbody wave decal.
Rolled heel shape for Achilles
protection
No-sew foot overlay
Tech elastic engineered knit

2
No-sew lacing overlay and loops
for increased foot support and a
better fit.
3
Elastic collar one-piece wrapped
construction for fit and comfort.
4
No-sew Beachbody wave decal.

5
Full-length EVA compression foam
supports and protects, offering
cushioning for high-impact activities.

Elastic ribbed collar

6
Rubber lateral pods for improved
traction and stability during side-to
side movements.

One-piece wrapped tech elastic
engineered knit

7
Engineered skeletal rubber outsole
helps provide excellent traction
while also being lightweight.

1
Tech elastic engineered knit,
increased breathability areas, and
one-piece reduced-weight upper
construction. Stretch fit.

No-sew foot overlay

5
Full-length EVA compression foam
supports and protects, offering
cushioning for high-impact activities.
6
Rubber lateral pods for improved
traction and stability during sideto-side movements.
7
Engineered skeletal rubber outsole
helps provide excellent traction
while also being lightweight.

Introducing
our collection

Our Technical
Fitness Footwear
Shoe models in this series
→ ORBITAL
→ GLAZE
→ MUSCLE
→ THRUST
→ SPUR
→ LIBERTY
→ SPIRIT
→ SCREECH

bit

e

Orbit
Ignite

Deep flex grooves for maximized
forepart flexion

Supportive lightweight
compression-molded EVA foam
platform

1

4
3

2
3
5

Orbital

orbital

Technical Breakdown

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.
Rubber tread for durable grip on a
pedal as well as on land
Weight-reducing holes

1
One-piece mesh upper provides
a seamless, breathable, and
comfortable fit.
2
Mixed lightweight technical mesh
upper.
3
Hotmelt reinforced toe and heel
protection.
4
Padded collar for ankle comfort.
5
Supportive lightweight compressionmolded EVA foam platform.

aze

orpion

* Men’s only style

Full-length compression-molded
EVA foam platform for optimum
lightweight cushioning, comfort,
protection, and flexibility
Forepart extended rubber outriggers
for lateral and medial stability during
side-to-side movements

3

1

6

2
4

5

Glaze

glaze
Glaze

Technical Breakdown

Slipstream

Ideal footwear choice for circuit
stability and support.

Two-piece, lightweight grip rubber
outsole for targeted traction
Deep forefoot flex grooves with
multi-directional flex allowing the
foot to move naturally
Lightweight compression-molded
EVA foam

1
Lightweight TPU hotmelt toe
reinforcement: reduced weight,
and improved flex quarter overlay
provides better fit and support.
2
Lightweight technical mesh upper.
3
TPU hotmelt lacing reinforcement.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Forefoot flex grooves with multidirectional flex allowing the foot to
move naturally.
6
Synthetic overlay for additional foot
and heel support.

3

C/O1

2
4
5

glaze

Glaze

Scorpion

Ideal footwear choice for circuit
stability and support.

1
Lightweight TPU hotmelt toe
reinforcement: reduced weight,
and improved flex quarter overlay
provides better fit and support.
2
Lightweight vivid gradient pattern on
one-piece mesh upper.
3
TPU hotmelt lacing reinforcement.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Forefoot flex grooves with multidirectional flex allowing the foot to
move naturally.

uscle

n

Rubber skeletal outsole
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform
Forepart rubber support to prevent
foot slippage on footbed

3
2

High rubber heel wrap for stability
5

4

1

muscle

muscle

Technical Breakdown
Integrated high forefoot medial and
lateral wraps to maximize support
and control overpronation and
supernation

Flat wide base platform to provide
essential close-to-the-ground feel
360-degree multi-surface direction
traction
Full-length compression EVA foam
midsole
Deep flex grooves to maximize
forefoot flexibility
High abrasion rubber for optimum
traction and durability

Muscle
Burn

Ideal footwear choice for stability
and support. Breathable, supportive
shoe built with a lightweight
synthetic upper that provides
durability and support, while a midfoot strap secures the fit.

1
Lightweight TPU hotmelt toe
reinforcement: reduced weight,
and improved flex quarter overlay
provides better fit and support.
2
Synthetic mid-foot strap overlaps
the foot for maximum support with
minimal additional weight.
3
Elastic collar bootie construction for
fit and comfort.
4
Heel reinforcement for improved
support.
5
Technical open mesh for light weight
and breathability.

1

2
5

4

3

muscle
Ideal footwear choice for stability
and support. Breathable, supportive
shoe built with a lightweight
synthetic upper that provides
durability and support, while a midfoot strap secures the fit.

1
Synthetic mid-foot strap for optimal
lockdown feel.
2
TPU hotmelt eyestay enhances
lightweight construction.
3
TPU hotmelt quarter overlay for
forepart protection.
4
Technical open mesh for light weight
and breathability.
5
TPU hotmelt toe cap protection.

t

t

* Men’s only style

Supportive lightweight
compression-molded EVA foam
platform
Deep flex grooves for maximized
forepart flexion

7

3
2
1

6

4
5

Thrust
thrust

thrust

Carrack

Technical Breakdown

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

Multi-directional traction
pattern of the EVA mold
makes for a lightweight shoe

1
Vamp features open technical mesh.
2
High frequency welted Beachbody
wave logo.
3
Speed-lace loop design for
improved fit.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Flex grooves to allow the foot to
move naturally.
6
Hotmelt placed for heel stability
and support.
7
Comfortable and supportive
slip-stretch bootie design allows
for easy foot entry.

Thrust

* Women’s only style

* Men’s only style

Spark

3
3
2

2
1

1

6

4

4

5

Thrust
thrust

thrust
Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

Herald

1
One-piece, seamless, mesh textile
upper provides a breathable,
lightweight, and comfortable fit.
2
3D-printed full foot graphic structure
ensures lightweight and flexible
support.
3
TPU no-sew reinforced eyestay.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

1
Full one-piece lightweight technical
mesh upper.
2
High frequency welted Beachbody
wave logo.
3
Hotmelt lacing reinforcement.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Flex grooves allowing the foot to
move naturally.
6
Lateral and medial hotmelt placed
to protect lateral movement foot
blowouts.

Thrust

* Women’s only style

Solar

3

2
1
4

thrust
Thrust
Spark

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

1
One-piece, seamless, mesh textile
upper provides a breathable,
lightweight, and comfortable fit.
2
3D-printed full foot graphic structure
ensures lightweight and flexible
support.
3
TPU no-sew reinforced eyestay.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.

Spur

Surge

Super flexible forepart for improved
surface contact
Full-length compression EVA foam
for responsive dynamic cushioning
and shock absorption of the forefoot
and rear foot

49

9

Forepart outriggers for stability

2

3
1

Spur

Spur

Technical Breakdown
Compression EVA foam aids highimpact and cushioning on surface
contact

Strategically positioned rubber
outsole pads for extra light weight
with traction and abrasion
resistance in key high-wear areas
Herringbone tread pattern to
optimize traction on indoor gym
surfaces
Lateral rubber outrigger wrap helps
stabilize foot during agility cardio
and lateral movement activities
Exaggerated flex grooves provide
essential flexibility

Ultimate multi-functional versatile
indoor performance fitness training
shoe.

Spur
Surge

1
Ultra lightweight performance
mesh upper, providing breathability,
flexibility, and comfort.
2
Stretch mesh bootie for a snug,
chafe-free fit.
3
TPU external heel counter ensures
optimum stability.
4
TPU eyelet provides a lightweight
flexible foot cage for additional
cradle support.

* Women’s only style
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Spur
Spur

Spur

Siran

Spur

Aquila

Ultimate multi-functional versatile
indoor performance fitness training
shoe.

6

1

1
Hotmelt toe reinforcement overlay
and breathable mesh.
2
Open technical mesh upper.
Comfortable and supportive
slip-stretch bootie design allows
for easy foot entry.
3
Loop lace speed-lacing system +
lacing reinforcement.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Flex grooves allow the foot to move
naturally.
6
Aqulia TPU heel clip designed for
maximum heel stability and support.
7
Forepart outriggers for stability.

Ultimate multi-functional versatile
indoor performance fitness training
shoe.

1
Vamp features closed mesh upper.
2
Open technical mesh upper.
Comfortable and supportive
slip-stretch bootie design allows
for easy foot entry.
3
Loop lace speed-lacing + lacing
reinforcement.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Flex grooves allow the foot to move
naturally.
6
Siran TPU heel clip designed for
maximum heel stability and support.
7
Forepart outriggers for stability.

Liberty

Shirina

4

Full length compression-molded
EVA foam platform for optimum
lightweight cushioning, comfort,
protection and flexibility
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LIBERTY

LIBERTy
Liberty
Shirina

Technical Breakdown

Ideal footwear choice for circuit
stability and support.

1
TPU hotmelt toe reinforcement.
2
Lightweight mesh upper.

Two piece fit grip rubber outsole for
targeted light weight & traction

Deep forefoot flex grooves with
multi-directional flex allowing the
foot to move naturally
Lightweight compression-molded
EVA foam

3
TPU hotmelt lacing reinforcement.
4
Slim lightweight Velcro fastening.
5
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
6
Forefoot flex grooves with multidirectional flex allowing the foot
to move naturally.

* Women’s only style
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Liberty
LIberty
Rayne

Ideal footwear choice for circuit
stability and support.

1
TPU hotmelt toe reinforcement.
2
Lightweight duo layer mesh upper.
3
TPU hotmelt lacing reinforcement.
4
Elastic bootie construction for fit
and comfort.
5
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
6
Forefoot flex grooves with multidirectional flex allowing the foot
to move naturally.

Spirit

Aurora

* Women’s only style

Lateral side outrigger wraps to help
stabilize foot
Compression-molded EVA foam

Running-based platform for more
high-impact gym-based activies
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Spirit

Spirit
Spirit

Technical Breakdown

Aurora

Maximized strategically placed
rubber outsole pads for extra
lightweight feel with a geometric
herringbone traction with abrasion
resistance in high-wear areas
Exaggerated flex grooves provide
optimum flexibility

Extra functional flex grooves
combined with exposed double
internal EVA midsole foam provides
ultimate lightweight flexibility
with optimal cushioning
Geometric herringbone pattern for
improved traction

Ultimate multi-functional
versatile indoor performance
fitness training shoe.

1
Lightweight stretch engineered
mesh upper.
2
Gradient color knit pattern.
3
Hotmelt feature for reinforced lacing.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Lateral side outrigger wraps to
help stabilize foot during cardio
and lateral movement activities.
6
Hotmelt Beachbody wave logo.

creech

anguard

* Men’s only style

Supportive lightweight
compression-molded EVA foam
platform

7

Deep flex grooves for maximized
forepart flexion
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Screech

screech

Screech

Technical Breakdown

Vanguard

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

1
TPU hotmelt toe reinforcement.
2
Lightweight technical mesh upper.
3
Loop lace speed-lacing + lacing
reinforcement.

Multi-directional traction pattern
designed as part of the EVA mold
to maximize super lightweight
properties

4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Flex grooves allowing the foot to
move naturally.
6
Hotmelt overlay for additional foot
and heel support.
7
Comfortable and supportive slipstretch bootie design allows for
easy foot entry.

* Women’s only style
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screech
Screech
Aria

Optimum lightweight cushioning
and flexibility with outsole gradecompressed EVA foam for great
indoor traction for cardio-based
workouts.

1
Full one-piece lightweight knitted
upper with directional stripe graphic.
2
Hotmelt Beachbody wave logo.
3
Hotmelt lacing reinforcement.
4
Compression-molded EVA foam
platform for optimum lightweight
cushioning.
5
Flex grooves allowing the foot to
move naturally.

WORLD-CLASS
QUALITY
Factory Testing and Compliance
• GBP sources exclusively
through “A” grade factories
that actively produce global
brands and adhere to
international standards.
• Our factories comply with 		
international norms on labor
and safety.

To exceed customer
expectations, all of our footwear
products are tested according
to internally established
procedures and guidelines
that prioritize fit, comfort,
performance, and durability.

• Third-party validation and
compliance verification is 		
available through Bureau Veritas.
Material Vendor Testing
and Compliance
• GBP and our factory partners
use international material
vendors who supply to other
global performance
footwear brands.
• The vendors certify, with each
shipment, internal material
testing results and RSL
compliance.
• Third-party testing available
through Bureau Veritas and Satra.

International Headquarters
Global Brand Partners Pte. Ltd.
#17—06 Great World City, East Tower
Singapore 237994
Telephone
+65 6838 9938
Sales Enquiries
contact@globalbrandpartners.com
www.beachbodygear.com
@beachbody.gear
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